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BEHIND THE SCENCES: PHYSICAL PLANT
Corey Holton
News Editor
In a recent interview with the
senior staff of the Physical Plant,
Michael Redmond, the associate vice
president; Patrick Schlanger, the
director of plant operations; and Bill
Wikoff, the energy and building systems manager, discussed some of the
things that the Physical Plant is doing
to make our campus a better place,
namely energy conservation, recycling, and snow removal.

Energy
Students who live on campus
are familiar with the operations of the
temperature controls in their rooms,
thanks in part to the distribution of a
flyer that was created in a joint effort
between the Physical Plant and
Residence Life. Recent efforts have
been made to decrease energy usage,
especially through educating students
on how to save energy.
Last year, Mr. Wikoff and Mr.
Schlanger hosted meetings for students living on campus to discuss the
issue of energy conservation. That
same year, the department saw a
reduction in energy usage that
amounted to an $18,000 savings.
Every building on campus, including
the Ranger Dome, is controlled by a
computer located in Mr. Wikoffs
office. He is able to determine overall
energy usage as well as which HVAC
units are running at certain times. He
coordinates this computer system
with classroom and building schedules to ensure that energy is not being
wasted when rooms are unoccupied.
This is a time consuming process, but
the department knows it saves a lot of
energy.
The Physical Plant also takes
periodic audits of residence halls, noting how many windows are open with
HVAC units running. If windows are
open and wasting energy, Mr. Wikoff

alerts Residence Life of the problem.
There are other initiatives to
reduce energy consumption across
campus: all showers in the residence
halls are now equipped with restricted
flow shower heads, which decreases
the amount of wasted water, and all
exterior campus lights are on timers including the annual Christmas tree to reduce electricity costs. The depart-

staff do to reduce energy costs and the
University's impact on the environment? Students should tum their
HVAC units off when their windows
are open or they leave the room; they
can also try to reduce the amount of
time they spend in the shower. Staff
members can reduce energy costs significantly if they reduce or eliminate
P..Ortable heater/fan usage or other

PHOTO BY Corey Holton
Physical Plant staff photo

ment also did an audit of portable
heater usage around campus, as many
staff members use these during the
winter months; they determined that
these units were costing the
University nearly $23,000 a year to
run.
Many of the buildings around
campus now have "Community
Energy" stickers located on the doors.
The Physical Plant began offsetting
our energy consumption with renewable energy credits through the
Community Energy company. Regis is
now offsetting 100% of our energy
usage with these wind energy credits,
and it is the only Jesuit university that
does 100%, and one of only a handful
of universities nationwide that do so.
So what can students and

unnecessary appliances in their areas.
Recycling
For a few years now, the
Physical Plant has been working with
the student government here at Regis
to develop a functional recycling program. There are now recycling bins in
every dorm room, three building common areas, and across the campus.
Mr. Redmond noted that without the
amount of student support that this
recycling program has received, it
would not be successful.
The student government has
helped pay for a lot of the recycling
bins inside and outside of the buildings. They also help offset the costs of
the single-stream recycling service
that Regis uses. Mr. Redmond
explained that this single-stream sys-

tern allows students to place recyclable materials in one container without
having to sort them first. This makes
it much easier to participate in the
program.
The Physical Plant is also
doing a lot to reduce waste around
campus. They have moved to recycled
bathroom paper exclusively. The use
of automatic soap and paper towel
dispensers has also reduced the
amount of paper and soap used. All of
the old carpet on campus is recycled,
and newly installed carpet is partially
recycled. They work with Sodexho to
recycle cardboard, and they have
implemented a paper recycling program for campus departments.

Snow Removal
With the two days off of
school recently, a lot of people are
wondering how the sidewalks and
parking lots stayed so clear. Mr.
Schlanger is in charge of the snow
removal crews in Physical Plant, and
he is among the first to be alerted by
Campus Safety when the snow begins
to stick.
Team work is essential when
it comes to removing the snow; Mr.
Schlanger and other staff members
can assess the snow conditions from
cameras located throughout campus,
and they look at the forecast to determine how many staff members are
needed. When the snow is very heavy,
the staff works in split 12 hour shifts
until the snow is clear.
Mr. Redmond is also proud of
the safety improvements that have
been made with the introduction of
new snow removal machinery. It
decreases the number of staff injuries
while increasing the speed at which
the snow can be removed.
With all of their efforts to
increase sustainability and safety, the
Physical Plant truly makes Regis
University a better place.

DVD rentals and the student savings club
Corey Holton
News Editor
There have been a lot of
improvements around campus in the
past few weeks.
Many students have been
wondering what purpose the strange
box outside of the Ranger Grille
serves. It turns out that this box is in

fact a DVD rental kiosk, and it is now
available for students to use. A credit
card is required, and it will allow a
renter to check-out DVD's and XBox
games for the night.
In addition to this new service, the RUSGA is introducingthe student savings club.
Through a RUSGA initiative,
Regis students can now receive dis-

counts at a number of local merchants. Students can access a list of
participating businesses as well as a
map of their location by visiting
www.studentsavingsclub.com and
selecting Colorado and clicking on
Regis University.
The list includes a range of
savings from food to mini-storage
units. Some discounts require a

coupon that can be printed from the
website, but the majority of discounts
simply require students to present
their Regis ID to the merchant.
Any questions or suggestions should
be directed to RUSGA.

www.regisgov.org
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Students sip wine to raise money for SOA delegates
Angela Marie Shugarts
Staff Reporter
Students, faculty and Denver
locals gathered in the Mountain View
Room for the SOA Wine Tasting and
Silent Auction on Thursday Nov. 5.
The fundraising benefits the Regis
delegates who travel to Ft. Benning
Georgia every year to protest at the
School of the Americas (SOA) military
base.
The fundraising event gave
students a chance to learn about the
protest while sipping on Latin
American wines and other beverages.
Those over 21 were allowed to taste
the wines, but other non-alcoholic
Latin American beverages were served
including leche con platanos, similar
to a banana milkshake and horchata,
a cinnamon rice milk drink. The event
was open to all students. Many student delegates and wine tasters were
pleased at the turnout and thought
the wine tasting was a great idea.
Junior Coleen McGoff has
participated in the protest four times
and helped coordinate the trip last
year. "It's a pretty good turnout," says
McGoff. "I have a lot of friends, so I
came to support what they are doing."
The fundraiser was coordinated by SOA delegates and University
Ministry staff. This year, a wine tasting was offered instead of a dinner to
ease the process of preparation while
still serving its purpose: to build community among delegates and raise
student awareness of social justice
issues. Typically, past SOA fundraisers drew the same crowds-those
interested and familiar with the SOA
trip, says Quinn Waller, SOA delegation coordinator.
"The dinner kept hitting the

usual suspects an d people who were
already interested in being
involved ... someone who may not
know anything about the SOA may be
interested in it," says Waller. "We
wanted to reach out to people who
were not usual suspects."

Photo By: Angela Marie Shugarts
Students, faculty, and Denver locals at the SOA wine tasting.

Senior Paul Jiron, is a sociology major and is not going on the dele-

gation. He heard about the SOA issue
from friends who went on the trip in
previous years and in class. He
attended because he knew fellow stu-..
dents who were going this year and
came to support them. Jiron says the
message the program helps to promote is important and needs to continue.
"I'm really happy students
came. It shows there's passion for the
cause," says Jiron.

Active Minds at Regis
Nicole Cochran
Contributor
Who prevents suicide? People
do. Active Minds is a club that helps
promote mental health awareness and
suicide prevention. This club is affiliated with a national organization that
was started by a college student who
attended Georgetown University.
Colleges and universities
throughout the nation have some
form of an Active Minds chapter on
their campuses. The Active Minds
chapter here at Regis was started by
Dr. Sally Spencer-Thomas.
Up until now, Active Minds
largely focused on suicide prevention
and had a grant that allowed them to
do many things, this year, the grant is
up and they are now in the process of
"redefining" the Active Minds group.
The club is looking to mold its group
together and bring in new people.
Members want to get as many people
involved as they can, ALL are welcome.

But the event drew students,
faculty and locals from the Denver
area. SOA supporter Connie Curtis
has not participated in the protest but
attended the wine tasting to support
students and other delegates. "It's an
inspiration to come," says Curtis.

Last year, numerous events
took place to promote mental health
awareness and suicide prevention.
There were movie discussions, the
Jackson Pollack splatter painting
event, and the "Today" College tour,
which is a student directed and performed play on the day in the life of a
therapist. The "Today" monologues
were performed, and in many cases
written, by Regis students.
This year, Active Minds is
hoping to get more students involved
with the movies and is hoping to put
on larger events that will make an
impact. If there is something that you
would like to see happen with this
group or if you have an idea on how
Active Minds can promote awareness
with an activity or a program, please
come to a meeting and let us know.
The meetings are every
Wednesday at 3:30pm in the Coors
Life Directions Center conference
room. Look for more information on
upcoming events.

Student Savings Club!
Discounts for Regi s stud e n ts on
e v eryth i n g from f ood to t ires !

Similarly, local Gabriela Flora came to
support the cause and Regis delegates.
"It's really important to support the
amazing work Regis does with closing
the SOA," says Flora.
The event also had a silent
auction. Students bid on several auction items donated from local businesses. Some of the business auction
items included gift cards to Billy's Inn
bar, a $300 credit toward Student
Activities' Spring Break Trip, Tony
Ortega artwork and tickets to a Rapids
soccer game.

Work study students and delegates searched the Denver neighborhood for local businesses interested in
participating. Michelle Bryan,
University Ministry outreach coordinator and SOA delegate helped coordinate the auction. "It's really been a
group effort," stressed Bryan.
SOA programs like the
Ignatian Family Teach-In are funded
by these efforts. This year also marks
the 12th consecutive year the Ignatian
Family Teach-In has gathered in conjunction with the protest.
The Ignatian Solidarity
Network (ISN) decided this is the
final year the program will be held at
Ft. Benning. The ISN will convene at
the new location which has not been
determined by ISN leaders. "The decision to bring closure to the Teach-In
at Ft. Benning marks a significant
turning point for the network and was
rooted in practicality and programmatic opportunities," according to the
ISN letter. The organization is looking
for new, practical and viable ways to
organize for social justice in tough
economic times. The ISN sees this as
an opportune time to close the TeachIn at Ft. Benning and utilize the final
gathering as a time to remember and
to launch a new direction for their
family events.
Through teamwork, planning
and preparation, SOA delegates and
University Ministry leaders were able
to create an evening filled with good
conversation, food and of course wine.
Coordinating the event allowed students to work together and get to
know one another. "They get to see
the fruits of their labor," says Waller.

National Smoke Out
There are many, many good reasons to become a non-smoker - to let go of the
habitual use of tobacco products - and not one good reason to remain addicted.
The use of tobacco is unequivocally out of harmony with a healthy lifestyle.
So, the only real question is: What is the BEST way to be finished once and for
all with this life-threatening habit?

HYPNOSIS MAY BE THE BEST WAY FOR YOU TO BREAK THIS
HABIT.
Hypnosis makes the subconscious level of mind accessible. Instead of being a
"mysterious" unknown territory of which we are largely unaware, hypnosis
allows the subconscious aspect of mind to become a real place where we can
actually do efficient and purposeful work to change the course of our lives.
It's important to bear in mind that hypnosis is not "magic." Our therapists have
no unnatural power over anyone and cannot force anyone to do anything,
including becoming a non-smoker, so that someone looking for a "guarantee"
of success would do best to first examine his or her deep, inner commitment to
health and well being.
Wishing that one could break the cycle of nicotine addiction is not the same
thing as being truly committed to doing so, and the best guarantee of success is
always an individual's own honest commitment to personal betterment.
Hypnosis may be the help you need in committing yourself to breaking the
habit.
Mr. Drake Eastburn, BCH, CI (certified hypnotherapist) will be at Regis on
Thursday, November 12 to offer a FREE HYPNOSIS SESSION for anyone
wanting help to break the smoking habit.
This session is open to any interested smokers, but space is limited, so please
register right away!

To register or ask questions, contact Sister Peg Maloney at ext. 5715
or pmaloney@re~s.edu

www.studentsavingsclub.com
The session will b e h eld in the Regis Room in Carr oll Hall at 7:10pm
Brought to you b y : RUSGA (www. regisgov.org )
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Flu be gone: what your symptoms may be a sign of
already sick. Staying home and avoiding interpersonal contact is key,
according to Domenico-Brock. The
CDC recommends sick people stay at
home for at least 24 hours until they
are fever-free.
"We're trying to encourage
people to stay home because that is the
best way to stop from spreading the
germ," says Domenico-Brock. Those
with chronic health conditions like
asthma or women who are pregp.ant
should go to the doctor tq receive antiviral medication.
The Student Health Center
sends reports to the dean if a student is
diagnosed with an influenza-like ilJness. The dean notifies student's professors and, if they live on campus, the
Health Center notifies Residence Life.
If a student living on campus is sick,
they can have meals delivered to their
PHOTO BY Angelia Shugarts
Common items to keep around during cold and flu season inlcuding tissues, hand sanitizer and
masks. See the sidebar for more items suggested to have on band.

As many students, faculty and
staff are aware, flu season is here. With
all the confusion about H1N1 and the
seasonal flu, it's no wonder Regis is
taking action to prevent the spread of
diseases and promote awareness. On
campus, hand washing signs in the
restrooms and sanitizer dispensers
near the doors are some indicators that
the flu bug is serious business.

strain (type) when found in youth
healthy people in early spring and
summer.
''The young healthy people were getting more sick and we don't see those
young healthy people getting those
complications," says Domenico-Brock.
Symptoms for the seasonal flu and
H1N1 are quite similar and include
high fever, headache, fatigue, dry

"We're trying to encourage people to stay
home because that is the best way to stop
from spreading the germ."
An H1N1 Committee was coughs, sore throat and nausea.
If a student has these sympformed back in August to kick off a flu
toms,
there
are several things they can
campaign. The flu posters, sanitizers
do
to
take
care
of themselves if they are
and new H1N1 webpage are some of
the efforts the Regis Health Center has
·taken to promote awareness, prevent
the spread of germs and educate the
Regis Community about the flu.

Flu Survival Kit:
REST
Tissues
Fever reducers (i.e.
Tylenol or 1B Prophen)
Alcohol-based hand
sanitizers
Gatorade, tea, water
'
Soup
Thermometer
Throat lozenges

..
...
I-
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flu; it's just a different kind of flu,"
stresses Domenico-Brock. The Health
Center does not know when the H1N1
vaccinations will arrive but is prepared
for the shipment when it comes.

"Symptoms for the seasonal flu and H1.N1 are
quite similar and include high fever, headache,
fatigue, dry coughs, sore throat and nausea."
dorm to avoid contact with others.
This can be done through Residence
Life.
The best way to prevent the flu
is to get vaccinated every year. A few
weeks ago, the Regis Health Center
offered vaccinations for students for
$17.00. The Center used up all of its
supply. "It was very successful," says
Domenico-Brock.
Other good health habits to
exhibit during the flu season and year
around include frequent hand washing
and covering your cough. Students
should also channel their parents or
grandparents advice and remember ..
.drink lots of fluids and get plenty of
rest.
Those concerned about H1N1
need to remember that "Hm1 is the

Students are encouraged to sign up
for Regis University's RU Alert
Emergency Notification system which
texts students about emergencies.
Students
can
register
at
www.getrave.com/login/regis .
To check out the Regis H1N1 new
webpage visit www.regis.edu and
search "H1N1."
For questions about the seasonal flu
or H1N1 flu visit the CDC website at
http://www.cdc.gov/.
To recejve updates and statistics go to
Colorado Dept. of Public Health and
at
Enviornment
www.cdphe.state.co. us/ eprfhm1.html

Symptoms and Preventative Care

The seasonal flu and H1N1 are
respiratory illnesses caused by different types of influenza viruses. The
virus is spread primarily from person
to person through coughing or sneezing according to the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention. The flu is contagious and may be passed on to other
people before symptoms are noticeable.
The HlNl flu is a new influenza virus that contains similar viruses
found in North American pigs, accortling to the CDC. Hence its alternative
name, "swine flu." A CNN article
reports President Barack Obam~
declared the H1N1 virus a "national
emergency," but the World Health
Organization signaled it a "global pandemic" back in June. Since the declaration the virus has continued to spread
and' currently affects 48 states and
about 99% of flu reports in the U.S.
were H1N1 reports, according to the
CDC.
The highest age groups susceptible to contracting the virus are
children four years old and younger;
however, the second highest age
groups are kids and young adults five
to 25 years old, according to _CDC
reports. Age may have been the differentiating factor that caused experts to
take notice that this kind of virus was
not indicative of the seasonal flu.
Jennifer Domenico-Brock, Regis nurse
practitioner believes experts _suspected
the virus was a different kind of flu

PHOTO BY Angelia Shugarts

One of the posters around the Regis campus warning students of the H1N1 flu and demonstrating ways to protect against it.
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Blank Stares for

ARTS & CULTURE
The Men A guide to The Hitchhiker's

Who Stare At Goats
Luke Curtis

Staff Reporter

tinually not understanding what a Jedi
is (hardy-har-har). He really adds
nothing to the narrative, but rather
functions as a means for Lyn Cassady
to re-emerge to resolve what has happened with the New Earth Army.
The entire story arc regarding
Wilton and Cassady, up until the last
15 minutes of the film, is a complete
dud. Yet at the same time, whenever
we are flashed back to the training regiment of Project Jedi, the movie
resembles what it always had: the
potential of being-smooth, hilarious
and truly enjoyable to watch. We are
whisked away to George Clooney's
character dancing to Billy Idol, whilst
Jeff Bridges rekindles his Dude-like
aura and weaves through the soldiers,
his ecstatic grin permeating throughout the entire scene. Yet just as we are
getting into this flashback groove, we
are harshly ejected back into the present day story-arc, which really falls
short of the nuggets of excellence
found within this film. Lastly, when
the film ended, I couldn't help but ask
myself, "What was the point of that?"
The movie suffered from a clear view of
what it wanted to mean to the audience
and this is painfully obvious throughout.
While The Men Who Stare at
Goats suffers from inconsistency as
well as a general lack of meaning, it's
hard to completely shun this film given
the few, but outstanding, clips that
connect with the audience. I think it
may be mandatory to watch this film if
you're a fan of The Big Lebowski, given
the similarities between the Dude and
Django. However, I'd recommend
waiting until this movie comes out on
DVD before handing over the green. At
least you'll have the remote to fast forward to the good parts.

Based on a "mostly" true story
by Jon Ronson, The Men Who Stare At
Goats attempts to tell the tale of the
American military in the early So's
attempting to isolate extrasensory
powers within soldiers, who would
then be trained to use these powers at
war. A refreshingly funny concept,
right? It seemed so to me and that is
why I was so disappointed to watch as
this movie instead revealed itself as a
badly mismanaged narrative, stitching
together random scenes and hoping
the audience can in some way connect
the dots.
The movie begins with
reporter
Bob
Wilton
(Ewan
McGregor), who decides to become a
war correspondent to win back the love
of his wife, who recently left him for
another employee. While in Kuwait,
Wilton meets Lyn Cassady (George
Clooney), a recently reactivated psychic soldier.
The film then precedes to
flashback Cassady's days training as a
"psy-ops" under the leadership of Bill
Django (Jeff Bridges). Django was
commissioned to run Project Jedi, otherwise known as the New Earth Army,
an experimental military project utilizing New Age, counterculture philosophies in hopes of making soldiers
lethal in their peacekeeping abilities.
However, failed sci-fl writer Larry
Hooper (Kevin Spacey) joins the group
and problems arise. Jealous of
Cassady's abilities, Hooper begins to
undermine the project-which we find
out is happening even into the present
time of Cassady and Wilton's meeting.
I won't give away the rest, but I'm
going to trust in my Regis friends that
you can deduce what's next to come.
The movie shines in certain 3 Ranger Stars out of 5.
segments and drags terribly in others.
McGregor's character is a complete "Cloud bursting, 'it keeps me in shape."
waste; whining, complaining and con-

~:!a~:1::or~~}he

Gal~Britishhumortocreateavery

Staff Reporter

Douglas
Adams'
The
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy is a
humorous science fiction novel adapted from a 1981 radio comedy bearing
the same name. The plot features an
average man named Arthur Dent who
is unexpectedly sent off on a bizarre
intergalactic journey, narrowly escaping being vaporized when the Earth is
demolished to make way for a hyperspacial express route. During his
adventures Arthur encounters many
amazing and ludicrous things, from a
ship powered by improbability to a
clinically depressed robot named
Marvin.
The Hitchhiker's Guide is a
wonderful and hilarious book that I
could not recommend more. Douglas
Adams' writing is engaging and entertaining, blending sci-fl elements with

unique and enjoyable experience for
readers of all levels. The imaginative
elements of the plot and satirical
insights will hold a readers' interest
from beginning to the very end, and
leave them wanting more.
While the majority of the plot
is simply absurd and imaginative
humor, Adams' novel has hidden within it many profound as well as interesting philosophical points. The plot of
the novel is not only about humorous
adventures in space, but also humanity's ultimate quest to find meaning in a
massive, nonsensical and seemingly
meaningless universe. It is about the
search for the answer to Life, the
Universe, and Everything (and, more
importantly, the Question), and if one
reads carefully they may find themselves thinking as hard as they are
laughing.

Haunted Regis, a Halloween Recap
Derek Mason
Staff Reporter
Everyone around campus has
either heard stories about the Regis
Campus being haunted, or has had an
actual haunting experience. Some of
what you have heard may have been
true, while some of it may have been
false. I hope to clear up the mystery a
little bit about the stories that you
have heard.

started s~inning around in a circular
motion by itself. On another night, a
Regis Ranger plush-ball fell off of his
shelf, then rolled over to his feet and

renovation, two physical plant workers saw one of the professors walking
down the hall. She looked very sad
and when she saw them, she mumbled a "hello." They replied to her and
asked her how she was doing, but she
did not respond. Later, they ran into
one of the other professors and mentioned what they had just seen, to
which the professor replied,
"Impossible. She died a week ago."

Carroll Hall:
O'Connell Hall:
Radios and alarms going off by
themselves, people hearing whispers
that come from nowhere, and doors
shutting by themselves have been
reported. It does seem that these
events seem to be centralized on the
second floor of O'Connell.

DeSmet Hall:
DeSmet is allegedly haunted by the
spirit of a deceased, female basketball
player. It has been noted that residents in DeSmet can hear a basketball
bouncing on one of the floors Also,
the female showers on two of the
floors turn on by themselves, occasionally. A particular employee lived
on one of the floors in Desmet. One
night his rosary on his door handle

It has been noted by professors
that the elevators open and close by
themselves and go up and down floors
while no one is inside of them.
Sightings of a garbed Jesuit riding in
the elevators have been reported, but
he mysteriously vanishes.
PHOTO BY Derek Mason
Daniel Taylor, RLC of O'Connell Hall, dressed
up as Captain Jack Sparrow

then back to the shelf. Finally, one
night he woke up and in the corner of
his room he saw the figure of a girl
staring at him; when he turned the
lights on, she vanished and was no
longer there.

Science Building:
It has been reported that before the

Adult Learning Center:
It has been reported that while in
his office, an employee's door
slammed twice. It is believe that it
was indeed a poltergeist since it was
by the cadaver laboratory, where emotions of students are usually high.

Main Hall:
Four main stories have been
reported in Main Hall.
First story: People have seen spirits

of older men dressed in Jesuit garb
throughout Main Hall, but they are
never recognized as any of the Jesuits
here at Regis University.
Second story: One of the housekeeping staff went up to the fourth
floor by herself one night, and saw a
large black dog with red, ferocious
eyes. It stared at her with a violent
demeanor. She ran back down and
found some of the other staff, and
when they went back up to the fourth
floor, the dog was no longer there. It
is believed that this dog was the spirit
of the Nahual (or Nagual), a Mexican
legend about a demonic dog.
Third story: On one of the floors,
an employee once rolled a ball to the
other end of the hallway, and then the
ball rolled back to her (there is no
slant on that floor).
Fourth story: On several occasions,
people have taken photos of the Jesuit
picture on the second floor and on
one of the Jesuits, his figure has been
'blurred by a white aura.

So there you have it! The real facts
about the haunting ofsome of the
buildings around campus. Please note
that I am not trying to say that any
of these facts are true, take them and
make of them what you will.
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Insuring the uninsured the free-market way
The 'Capitalist Manifesto for
Healthcare Reform' Part Three
Jimmy Sengenberger
Perspectives Editor
The House of Representatives just
passed a sweeping healthcare "reform"
bill that, if law, would jack up prices
even further, decrease quality, push
out private industry and ultimately
lead to government dominance of 1/6
of our economy. But there is another
way, a better way: the free-market way.
I propose that the Senate now take
up the "Capitalist Manifesto for
Healthcare Reform," several specific,
free-market fixes for healthcare. To cut
costs, I have proposed boosting competition, lessening pharmaceutical regulation and permitting the importation
of prescription drugs.
But a question remains: how will
you make coverage more accessible for
those who are lower-class, uninsured
and/or struggling to keep coverage
they already have? The answer lies in
Health Savings Accounts (HSAs).
What are HSAs? Joe and his family are uninsured. He simply cannot
afford your standard health insurance
policy, which, as Investope<lia.com
describes it, "provides full coverage for
the entire value of a loss without a
deductible"-meaning you pay a high
monthly premium and in exchange get
low co-pays, no deductible and the rest
of your healthcare costs covered up to
the full amount of your insurance plan.
But for Joe, like millions of uninsured and underinsured Americans,
the monthly premium is too much for
him to afford. And the way the system
is set up today, Joe isn't empowered
with very many options of his own.
HSAs are one way to make health
insurance more affordable and accessible for individuals of all income levels.
An HSA is a tax-advantaged personal
savings account into which individuals, families and employers may contribute. These accounts then build up,
with interest, over time tax-free.
Contributions are also tax-deductible.

Under current law, an HSA must
come alongside a High-Deductible
Health Plan (HDHP), in which you
have to pay a higher deductible before
insurance kicks in. HDHPs and HSAs
together reduce monthly premiums
and discourage over-use of healthcare.
In order for one to set up an account,
such a plan must have, as the Heritage
Foundation's Nina Owcharenko notes
a minimum deductible of $1,000 fo;
individuals and $2,000 for families.
Furthermore, one cannot be required
to pay more than $5,000 for individuals and $10,000 for families in out-ofpocket spending, which includes both
deductibles and co-pays.
Owcharenko also observes that under
the law, "The maximum that can be
contributed is the lesser of (1) the
amount of the high deductible or
(2) ... $2,600 for an individual and
$5,150 for a family." Also, the use of
funds from the account can only be
tax-free if it fits what the government
deems "qualified medical expenses." In
example, HSAs generally can't be used
to purchase a health insurance plan.
In addition, HSAs automatically roll
over year to year for future medical
costs or can even be used to pay off
expenses from previous years if they
qualify for HSA funds-meaning
lower-income folks can get help paying
their medical bills. Alternatively, if
you're keeping your health costs down
and you frequently add to the account,
the funds will build up considerably.
Putting You in Charge: Creating
a market for healthcare centered more
on the individual would help to lower
costs and maintain quality by putting
consumers in charge of their own
healthcare spending instead of middlemen, like large health insurance companies or HMOs, calling the shots and
doing most of the paying. To develop
such a market, one of true individual
choice-which President Obama likes
to talk about-means consumers have
a variety of options to choose from.
Enabling the uninsured to purchase
insurance is a staple concept behind
President Obama's plan. HSAs would
accomplish this without a massive new

ee-mar et an -up or t e untnsure
• Health Savings Accounts:
- Tax-deductible contributions; tax-exempt withdrawals
- Portability; $2,600 yearly contribution limit

• High-Deductible Health Plan:
- Low monthly premium, high deductible, tax-exempt purchase
- You are in control, not the insurance company

• Government Tax Credits:
- $1,500 tax credit with purchase of an HDHP accompanied by
an HSA; money gets put in the HSA, tax-free
government program. Under a highdeductible plan, the monthly premiums you'd have to pay will be far less
than your typical health insurance
plan. Given, you have to pay more outof-pocket, up to the total amount of the
deductible, but if you start saving up
money in the tax-free HSA and factor
in the absence of high monthly premiums, expanding access to care and coverage against catastrophic illnesses
and accidents is greatly enhanced.

Expanding HSA Opportunities:
To insure the uninsured and provide a
more cost-effective option for the
insured, HSAs must be expanded.
There should continue to be few limits
on what services account funds can be
used for-including dental, vision and
non-prescription medication-and, as
Owcharenko argues, states should
remove all barriers that restrain the
maximizatin of HSA opportunities.
In addition, while I am generally
against tax credits, there is value in utilizing this tool to help expand access to
coverage by increasing HSA use and
high-deductible policies. To help make
it feasible for uninsured and lowerincome Americans to launch such a
package, the federal government
should provide up to $1,500 in onetime tax credits (rebates) with the purchase of a high-deductible plan accompanied by an HSA. Moreover, when big
businesses purchase health insurance
plans for their employees, they get a
tax exemption. Everyone, including
individuals and small businesses who
buy HDHPs, should benefit from the
same tax exemption on that purchase.
To prevent misappropriation of the

tax credits, they should be earmarked
specifically for an HSA and not be
included in the $2,600 contribution
limit. That would then help to provide
lower-income and middle-class families with the funds they need to get a
savings account well on its way and
have money available for those out-ofpocket expenses when the time comes.
Government costs would be incurred
in this program, but they would at
most be in the tens of billions of dollars
and could be paid for by cleaning up
Medicare and Medicaid waste .
The current system promotes overuse of medical care, lacking vigilance
against fraud and an increased willingness to utilize high-cost, often unnecessary services. In a situation where
the third-party payer system dominates and someone else is doing 84%
of the paying, consumers are given the
incentive to use the service more. As
such, when demand rises and supply
remains stagnant, prices go up. The
value of finally having consumers
themselves bear a more direct cost
cannot be overstated.
But don't fool yourself into thinking
this means more hardship for those
who would shoulder more of their own
cost. In fact, it does just the opposite.
In addition to addressing the problems
inherent in the third-party system, an
HSA-HDHP combination, supported
by new tax credits and equalizing the
tax exemption, will enable individuals
and families to purchase an affordable
health insurance plan or to pull from a
pool of money when they need to.
After all, isn't that what health reform
is all about?

To be competitive, American automakers must diversify
Corey Holton
News Editor
The American auto industry has
suffered greatly in the last two
decades as foreign automakers have
taken over an increasingly large seg:.
ment of the market. What happened
to American car companies and why
are consumers less interested in their
offerings?
·
It is first important to understand
the three regions that account for the
majority of automobile design in the
world: the United States, Asia and
Europe. The European models sold in
the US are typically associated with
luxury, performance and a high cost.
These brands are exclusively marketed towards consumers with a high
income.
What about mainstream consumers? American and Asian
automakers adopt a different strategy
to target this group, one that allows a
single manufacturer to market automobiles across the spectrum of consumer income. This strategy has been
extremely successful for Asian
automakers, but is one of the reasons
that American car companies are losing money and customers.
Many people do not !mow that the
three largest Asian automakers who

market vehicles to main$tream consumers-Nissan, Toyota and Hondaactually own and manufacture the
luxury brands Infinity, Lexus and
Acura, respectively.
The reason people are
unaware of this is because these
automakers are able to disguise the
similarities very well. If you look close
enough you can see that Lexus models
are based on much cheaper Toyota
models, sharing many of the same
parts. The same holds true for the
other brands; this is called platform
sharing. Although there is a great difference in price between Toyota and
Lexus, the features of a Lexus are
exponentially more luxurious and the
difference is justifiable. Why can't
American car companies get it right?
First, take a look at GM. Before the
government bailout and subsequent
restructuring, the American component of GM was composed of the following brands: Buick, Cadillac, GMC,
Chevrolet, Pontiac, Saturn, Saab and
Hummer. Like the Asian automakers,
GM tries to cater to consumers of all
incomes brackets. Most of these
brands produce SUV's which made
the American car companies very
profitable until gas prices began to
rise.
Let's take the Chevy Suburban, a

vehicle platform that has defined suburban American life, as the vehicle of
choice for soccer moms for the past
decade. The Suburban platform
proved so profitable that GM decided
to rebrand the vehicle and sell it
under more than 8 other model
names. What marketing executive
thought it would be a good idea to sell
the exact same car under so many
names?
Most consumers would be unable
to tell the difference between a Tahoe
and Yukon if the labeling was
removed. Ford and
Chrysler/Dodge/Jeep do the same for
pickups, sedans and crossovers. It
leads to confusion amongst consumers.
The next major problem is the lack
of innovation and quality in the
American car companies. Asian
automakers pioneered hybrid technology and American car companies are
trying their best to compete, but they
can't. Consumers want hybrid sedans
and American automakers have not
delivered.
What about technology?
Lexus has a sedan that can parallel
park itself and has had this for some
time now. Does Lincoln have that, or
Cadillac? Absolutely not. American
models in the same price range have

very few of these features. As for quality, American cars fall short when
compared to German and Asian cars.
American cars feel like cheap plastic
because that is what they are.
Consumers begin flocking to overseas
brands because our companies don't
biuld a car they want.
So what should happen? American
automakers need to realize that SUV's
are becoming a niche market and consumers are beginning to think
European and buy wagons; not those
National Lampoon-Clark Griswold
pea green with fake wood station wagons, but sport wagons; Audis with allwheel drive or VWs that have more
than enough cargo space for soccer
moms and dads. It is not 2001; gas
prices are high and they are not going
down. American automakers should
embrace hybrid technology and stay
away from the SUV's. Instead of
spending all of their time and money
managing so many brands, focus on
improving technology, quality and
luxury. This is what consumers want.
It will be interesting to see if
American car companies are flexible
enough to move into the 21st century
before it is too late. It would not surprise me at all if foreign brands took
over the entire automobile market
within the next few decades.
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Ranger women's volleyball takes UC-Colorado Springs to five sets
but falls in regular season finale
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director

Colorado Springs, Colo.: The
regular season finale didn't go as
planned for Regis volleyball team as
they fell in five sets to UC-Colorado
Springs (25-23, 15-25, 25-20, 22-25,
15-12). Regis earned the six seed and a
date with #3 seed Metro State in the
upcoming RMAC Tournament to take
place next weekend in Kearney, Neb.
Neither team hit well in the
first set with Regis (14-13, 12-7 RMAC)
out-doing UC-Colorado Springs (18-9,
13-6 RMAC) .119 to .111.

Regis put together one of their
best sets of the season as they had just
one error in the second set with 17 kills
in just 30 attempts for a .533 attack
percentage.
The next sets were close battles with UC-Colorado Springs winning the third and the Rangers the
fourth. The Rangers offense failed
them in the fifth set as they hit .ooo
connecting on nine kills but also having nine errors.
Regis lost their three sets by a
total of 10 points, while winning their
two sets by a combined 13 points. A
glaring statistic is that the Rangers had

13 service aces to just six for the
Mountain Lions.
Each team had 78 digs and
eight blocks while Regis out hit UCCS
.227 to .156 for the match.
junior
AllOffensively,
American Jessica Howe had a matchhigh 18 kills, while also garnering four
blocks. Sophomore middle blocker
Lyz Kann had a career-high 15 kills
with just two errors on her way to hitting .406 in the match.
Junior right side hitter Kerry
Grady had 10 kills in the losing effort.
Sophomore Cassidee Young had 15
digs to pace Regis, while junior setter

Devin Eckhardt had sixth double-double of the season with 52 assists and 14
digs. Senior Maggie Workman contributed 12 digs, while Kann led the
Rangers with five total blocks .
Andrea Brodie led UCCS with
14 kills and she was joined in double
figures by Sonja Johnson (13) and
Nicole Pederson (10). Kendall Utz had
a match-high 25 digs for the Mountain
Lions.
Regis will face Metro State,
who they split with this season, on
Thursday afternoon at 12:00 p.m. at
the Sports and Health Center in
Kearney, Neb.

Ranger men's basketball finishes up exhibition season with 78-60
loss to Division I Wyoming
Regis trailed much of the first
half but at the 9:18 mark, Rosinski bit
a three-pointer to give the Rangers a
Laramie, Wyo.: In front of 19-18 lead. The Rangers again took the
nearly 7,000 fans tonight the Regis lead just over two minutes later when
Rangers fell to Division Wyoming 78- Rosinski was fouled on a three-point
60 in their second and final exhibition attempt and proceeded to make all
game. Regis got 21 points from senior three free throws to take a 24-23 lead.
Matt Rosisnki but were outshot from
Neither team was able to score
the next two minutes, but the Cowboys
the charity stripe 40-15.
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director

were able to close at the half with a 134 run to lead 36-28 at halftime.
The second half was a different
story as Regis could only get as close as
nine points on several ocassions and
eventually fell 78-60.
Junior
guard
Jordan
Martinez-Doublin was the other
Ranger in double figures with 10
points. Regis did well on the boards as

they tied Wyoming with 36 rebounds.
Junior guard Curtis Mitchell
came off the bench to contribute nine
points on 4-for-7 shooting.
Regis will wait till Nov. 27th
for their first regular season game
against Northwestern Oklahoma State
in the Regis/Colorado Mines
Thanksgiving Classic. Tipoff is set for
7:oop.m.

Ranger women's volleyball gets head Coach Frank Lavrisha's 500th
victory with straight set win over Colorado Christian
against these same Cougars back on
September 19th. In the two matches
combined, Regis has hit .361 (76-16Lakewood, Colo.: Head Coach 166) against Colorado Christian (5-25,
Frank Lavrisha has seen a lot of volley- 1-17 RMAC).
Sophomore Lyz Kann led
ball since his first game at Regis in the
fall of 1986 and after tonight's Regis 3- Regis with 12 kills in just 20 attempts.
0 (25-13, 25-18, 25-21) victory over She also topped the team with three
Colorado Christian, Lavrisha is now a blocks including one solo. Junior AllAmerican outside hitter Jessica Howe
member of the 500 win club.
Regis (14-12, 12-6 RMAC) was was next with eight kills, while junior
very efficient on offense hitting at a Erin Anderson and freshman Jordan
.345 clip which is second best this sea- Hughes chipped in with seven and six
son behind the .378 attack percentage kills respectively.
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director

Sophomore Cassidee Young Lavrisha just 773 (500-273) matches
notched her 16th double-figure dig to get to 500 and his winning percentmatch of the season and the 38th of age stands at an astounding 64. 7 perher career with 13 digs. Hughes was cent.
next with nine digs, while junior setter
Regis will finish up their reguDevin Eckhardt had five digs and a lar season with a huge game tomorrow
match-high 29 assists. Senior Maggie night against UC-Colorado Springs.
Workman was second on the Rangers Regis and UCCS are battling for one of
with six digs while earning one service the seeds from 3-6 for the upcoming
ace.
RMAC Tournament in Kearney, Neb.
Frank Lavrisha becomes just First serve Saturday night at the Lion's
the 24th coach in NCAA Division II Den is set for 7:00 p.m.
history to amass 500 career victories
and the 11th active coach. It took

Ranger men's soccer ends season with 6-1 Loss to #2 Fort Lewis
Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director

Durango, Colo.: For the second time in three seasons the Fort
Lewis Skyhawks ended the Regis
Ranger men's soccer season in the
RMAC Semifinal. This afternoon
Regis ran into a buzzsaw in .nationally
ranked #2 Fort Lewis, falling 6-1 to
end their season at 9-6-4.
First year head coach Tony

McCall couldn't be more proud of his
team this season, "the guys left everything on the field and with a good core
of players returning next season the
Rangers will be a team to reckon with."
Fort Lewis (18-1-0) got on the
board quickly, just 40 seconds into the
game when Dimo Krymanidis took a
pass from Thomas Hoang to the left
box and blasted it past Ranger goalkeeper Wally Fink.
The Skyhawks scored the next

Rangers fall in second round of
RMAC post season play
Brianna Workman
Graduate Assistant, Sports
Information

Denver,
Colo.:
Chelsea
Reichard scored the Rangers' lone goal
in their 5-1 loss to Metro State in the
semifinal game of the RMAC
Tournament on Friday at Metro.
Metro State (20-1-0) took a 10 lead at the 18:44 mark before
extending it to 3-0 before the closing of
the first half. The Roadrunners were
able to extend their lead to four after

the start of the second period before
Regis (14-4-4) decreased it to three (41) at the 84:44 mark. Reichard was
assisted by Heather Thomas and
Taylor White on the goal.
Before the closing of the game,
Metro State was able to score once
more to snag a 5-1 victory over the
Rangers.The Rangers outshot the
Roadrunners 14 to 12 in the game
while placing nine shots on goal. Metro
State's goalkeepers were forced to
make eight saves in the match.

three goals but Regis was able to break
the string when sophomore Jordan
Brandel took a pass from junior Gary
Cole and took a shot from 40 yards out
that went just over the head of all-conference goal keeper Zane Wells for the
Rangers first goal.
The Rangers end their season
with their third straight non-losing
campaign the first time since 200120(?3Regis loses four seniors that

will be missed, Fink, forward James
Copeland, midfielder Donnie Montoya
and defender Ryan Brennan. "These
four will be missed, they helped get a
young group of student-athletes to
play at a level needed to compete in the
RMAC," comments McCall.
The Ranger offense this season scored 42 goals, the most goals
scored by Regis in a season since the
2003 team scored 50.

Four Rangers Gain All-RMAC Honors
Brianna Workman
Graduate Assistant, Sports
Information

Colorado Springs, Colo.: Four
Rangers received All-Conference honors the RMAC announced Wednesday.
Marissa Davis earned Freshman of the
Year honors while being joined on the
All-RMAC First Team by sophomore
Jordan Miller. Seniors Chelsea
Reichard and Heidi Boersma were
both named to the second team.
Davis is the fifth Regis player
from Regis since 1996, when the award
began, to be named Freshman of the
Year. In her first season at Regis, Davis
has scored ten goals whild assisting on
eight and totaling for 28 points in the

season.
Miller, last year's Freshman of
the Year, also received first team honors. With 41 points on the season,
Miller is the Rangers' leading scorer
with 14 goals and also leads the team in
assists (13). In So shots, she has placed
40 on goal totaling for a .500 shot on
goal percentage.
Reichard has played and started in 21 games for the Rangers this
season. She has scored six goals for the
Rangers and totaled 12 points so far
this year. Boersma has played and
started in 17 games and has assisted on
one goal this season. She has tallied
one point this season and been a top
defender for the Rangers this season.
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Regis men's soccer student-athletes earn six All-RMAC Honors
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PHOTO BY Jeremy Phillips
Junior Gary Cole, one of the men's soccer team members honored thls season by RMAC.

Jeremy Phillips
Sports Information Director
Colorado Springs, Colo.: Six
Regis men's soccer student-athletes
were today named to the All-Rocky
Mountain Athletic Conference teams.
Junior defender Gary Cole and senior
defender Ryan Brennan were each
named to the first team.
Gary Cole, from Englewood,
Colo., has played at Regis for two seasons after transferring from Division I
Vermont University. This is his second
straight first team honor after the junior helped the Rangers six shutouts on
the season. The six shutouts rank the
Rangers fourth in the RMAC and he
has helped the Rangers to an anemic

f

goals against average, also fourth
in the RMAC. Cole has started all 18
games for Regis this season.
Brennan
a
native
of
Albuquerque, N.M. is a force to be
reckoned with in the back row. He
helps anchor one of the top defenses in
the league with Cole which has helped
the Rangers to six shutouts this season. The six shutouts are fifth most in
Regis history in one season. Brennan
has assisted on one goal this season.
Senior goalkeeper Wally Fink
and sophomore forward Kyle Emge
were selected on the second team while
junior forward Nathan Kafer and junior defender Alex Howieson were each
named to the third team.
Fink has been at Regis for four
1.11
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Senior Ryan Brennan, honored this season by RMAC.

seasons including the last two as starting goalkeeper. From Rio Rancho,
N.M., Fink has posted an 8-5-3 record
this season and is 6-3-3 in RMAC
action. He has logged nearly 1,500
minutes this season and holds a 1.23
goals against average, fourth in the
RMAC. His .765 save percentage ranks
him third amongst other RMAC goalkeepers, while his four shutouts rank
him fourth. He has been named
RMAC Player of the Week twice this
season.
Emge, who's size and athleticism has made for troubles for the
opponent's defense leads the Rangers
with six goals while starting in 14
games. The Fort Collins, Colo. native,
leads the Rangers with three game-

winning goals.
Kafer was named RMAC
Freshman of the Year in 2007, where
he also was named to the first team.
Last season he was a second team honoree before landing on the third team
this season. Kafer, from Erie, Colo., is
tied for the team lead with six goals
and leads the team with six helpers.
He is sixth in the RMAC with his six
assists and is ranked in the top 10 in
six different categories.
Howieson is in his first season
on the pitch for Regis.
The
Albuquerque, N.M. native is part of the
back line that is one of the best in the
region. He has started in all 17 games
in which he played this season and has
helped Regis to six shutouts.

..

Ranger men's soccer finishes regular season in grand
fashion with 7-0 win over Colorado Christian
Jeremy Phillips
Sports biformation Director
Denver, Colo.: On a beautiful
sunny day in Northwest Denver, the
Regis Ranger men's soccer team sent
their four seniors off in grand style
defeating Colorado Christian 7-0 in a
makeup game from last Friday. The
Rangers end their regular season with
a 9-5-4 record and will face nationally
#2 ranked Fort Lewis in the RMAC
Tournament on Friday afternoon.
Early on, both teams were trying to get the feel of the pace of the
game, when freshman Patrick
Bonitatibus took a ball up the right
side and dribbled around a couple of
defenders and powered home his
third goal of the season at the 12:26

mark of the first half.
Colorado Christian's (2-16-2,
0-13-1 RMAC) defense held the
Ranger offense at one goal for nearly
26 minutes before another freshman,
Adam Hinkelman, got a gift from the
Cougar goalie. Jared Jacobs came out
of the box to retrieve a ball and kicked
it to the middle of the field where
Hinkelman was waiting, Jacobs could
not recover back to the net in time as
Hinkelman had a wide open net and
made the Cougars pay. It was his second goal of the season.
Senior James Copeland
scored one more time for the Rangers
in the first half off an assist from junior Nathan Kafer. Copeland then
returned the favor to Kafer as
Copeland found Kafer sliding in front

of the net to score just three minutes
into the second half.
Sophomore Jordan Brandel
scored the next two goals for Regis his
fifth and sixth goals of the season,
tying him for the team lead. Brandel
was the beneficiary of a great pass
from Copeland that put Brandel in a
good spot to score.
Senior Wally Fink not only
had a good game in goal, no goals
allowed and five saves, but also
capped off his stellar four-year career
with his first goal scored of the season. Head Coach Tony McCall decided to put Fink in where he had begun
his career, at forward, and did it pay
off as Fink took an excellent cross
from Bonitatibus and beat his defender to the right and was able to blast

,,,,,..... ,

the ball by the goalkeeper to make the
final score 7-0.
Fink, Copeland, Donnie
Montoya and Ryan Brennan all played
in their final home game of their
career.
Regis had 24 shots compared
to 11 for the visiting Cougars. Three
goalkeepers, Fink and freshmen
Francisco Martinez and Scott Brown
all combined for the Ranger shutout.
Regis will take on RMAC top
seed and nationally ranked #2 Fort
Lewis on Friday afternoon at 2:30
p.m. in Durango, Colo. in the RMAC
Tournament. The match can be seen
live via the B2 Networks. Log on to
www.goskyhawks.com or www.rmacsports.org to view a schedule of the
matches being broadcast.
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COMMUNITY/CAMPUS EVENTS
y, ovem r 10
eet the Industry Night
Career Services will be hosting the informative event from 5:00
p.m. to 6:oo p.m. in Main Hall, room
33. Get information of various jobs
or students in National Parks across

ednesday, November 11
eet the Industry Night
New York Life will be on camus in the West Hall Conference
Room from 5:00 p.m. to 6:oo p.m ..
Please RSVP to Career Services at
careers@regis.edu or (303)458-3508
if you would like to participate in this
event.

60 Second Lectures
The Student Honors Advisory
Council will host "60 Second
Lectures" at 6:oo p.m. in the Science
pitheater. Dr. Adkins, Dr.

1 anto, r. ean, r.
o
Margesson, and Martin Garnar will
attempt to answer the question "What
is the greatest challenge of our time?"
in 60 seconds.

Faculty Music Recital
Charles Lee (cello faculty) and
Rachel Segal (violin faculty) will be
joined by guest pianist Christopher
Zemliauskas for a performance at
Berkley Church (50th and Mead) from
7=30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m ..
Thursday, November 12
Regis Aims to Break a World
Record
Sodexo will host the annual
Cans Across America food drive
throughout the day. The attempt will
be to collect the most canned goods
ever in a single day. Students who
bring in at least five cans will recieve
half off the price of their meal. Up to

Wednesday, November 18
Music Recital
Students from Dr. Koenigberg
and Dr. Wollan's classes will perform
solos at Berkley Community Church
(the corner of 50th and Mead St.)
from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m ..
Friday, November 20
Regis Music Club Concert
Dan Van der Vieren will play
the guitar in this recital at Berkley
Community Church on the corner of
50th and Mead St.. The concert will
begin at 7=30 p.m. and will last until
9:00 p.m .. All students are welcome.
Saturday, November 21
A Day of Healing for Suicide

Survivors Across the World
A free event, open to the public, will be held in the Mountain View
room of the Adult Learning Center
from 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.. The
event is meant to connect those
affected by suicide to one another in a
network of support. This is part of a
larger event that inlcudes global conferences at the same time. Please
RSVP to Dr. Sally Spencer-Thomas at
sally@carsonjspencer.org or
(720)244-6535.
Father Woody Wrap Party
Join in the annual Father
Woody festivities by helping wrap
presents for the less fortunate beginning at 10:00 a.m. in the Dining Hall.
The event is scheduled to last until
2:00 p.m. at least, or until the presents are finished being wrapped.

Thank you to everyone who entered the Halloween costume contest.
Congratulations to
place of your
choice:
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Tune in to the KRCX Seng Center radio show
Every DundaJ at 6PD1 tor EX«usm interviews & debates
with candidates, Elected Ollicials, Students, and more!

On 11/19 hear from Senate Minority Leader & Gubernatorial candidate

JOSH PENRY!
Want to be a guest? E-mail show host Jimmy Sengenberger at
Ji my@SengCenter.com. Your qu stion ay e a ked an answered!
*KRCX Seng Center runs every Thursday night from 6pm to 8pm on KRCX 93.9, Regis TV Channel

14

and at krcx.org.

